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hello.
BORN IN NOVEMBER OF 1999,
I can barely call myself a 90’s baby.
Millennials say I’m too young to resonate with
90’s pop culture and Gen Z TikTokers make
fun of my side part hairstyle. Born in China
and raised in America, I’m too American for
China and too Chinese for America.
As you can tell, my identity has always
been something I’ve struggled with. But I’m
constantly growing and learning more about
myself. Just like my illustrations, I’m always
a work in progress. So instead of defining
myself, I prefer to show you who I am through
imagery, text, and colors. Welcome to my
Brand Style Guide.
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mood.

WHOLESOME. CLEAN. FRIENDLY.
My brand is inspired by what I believe to
be are some of Mother Nature’s best works:
flowers, sugar, and my dog. I aim to reflect
the sweetness, softness, and purity that
each have brought to my life in my brand
personality. Visual elements should be as soft,
cute, and natural as possible without looking
too edited.
Stop and smell the flowers, eat that piece of
cake, and love yourself as much as your dog
loves you.
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color.

MELON

#f8b4c2

MELODIC

#fdde8b

MELLOW

#eebe77

MELDED

#6f8259

MELT

#493723
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While I find myself changing
aesthetic preferences quite
often, I always tend to
gravitate towards softer and
lighter tones of pink and
yellow in my illustrations. My
color palette combines these
light and sweet tones with
darker earthy tones for depth
and contrast. Melon and
Mellow are my primary colors
and Melt is used for text. All
of the colors are named after
“Mel,” my nickname. Different
opacities of my color palette
can be used.

typography.

Fraunces
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Fraunces is a display serif font chosen for its
modern look and friendly personality. Use
only for titles.

Sofia Pro

TITLE.

“So plant your

SUBTITLE.

OWN GARDENS AND

Fraunces Bold
32 pt. size
Sofia Pro Bold
20 pt. size, 10 tracking

BODY.

Sofia Pro Regular
16 pt. size, 18 leading

decorate your own soul,
instead of waiting for
someone to bring you
flowers.” - Jorge Luis Borges

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Sofia Pro is a geometric sans-serif font
chosen for its softness. Use in uppercase for
subtitles and sentencecase for body copy.
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logo.

PRIMARY.

My logo transforms my initials
into a simple and structured
shape. The off-centered
outline and coloring brings
playfulness and friendliness
to an otherwise mature
and geometric design. This
duality represents my own
personality: mature and
reserved at first glance, but
soft and friendly in reality.

ALTERNATIVES.

The primary logo appears in
Melon and is used on white
backgrounds. When needed,
alternative versions of the
logo can be used in a solid
color such as Mellow or Melt.
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logo.

APPLICATIONS.
I placed my logos on stationery items as I use
these items on a regular basis. Although I
grew up in the digital age and use digital art
more often now, I don’t think anything can
replace paper and pen. I enjoy practicing
calligraphy on paper, writing daily journal
entries, and sending handmade letters to pen
pals and friends. It’s effortless to send a text
to a friend, but writing and decorating letters
takes time and care.
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please...

DON’T USE COLOR COMBINATIONS
WITH POOR CONTRAST.

Mellow is used
for text with
Melodic for the
background
color. This color
combination has
low contrast and
is had to read.

DON’T DISTORT OR APPLY EFFECTS
TO THE LOGO.

Here, Melt is
used for text with
Melodic for the
background. This
color combination
has higher
contrast and is
easier to read.

& thank you.
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